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THIS IS THE ORAL HISTORY RESEARCH OFFICE OF MEMPHIS STATE UNIVERSITY.

THIS PROJECT IS "AN ORAL HISTORY OF THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY."

THE PLACE IS KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE. THE DATE IS JUNE 11, 1971, AND

THE INTERVIEW IS WITH MR. OSBORNE H. GRAVES, FORMERLY WITH THE

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY, RETIRED AND LIVING AT OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE,

THE INTERVIEW IS BY DR. CHARLES W. CRAWFORD, DIRECTOR OF THE MEMPHIS

STATE UNIVERSITY ORAL HISTORY RESEARCH OFFICE. TRANSCRIBED BY MRS.

SHARON HESSE.

DR. CRAWFORD: Mr. Graves, I suggest we start by getting some

summary of your life and background up to the

point that you became associated with TVA in 1934. Then we'll go a-

head from there.

MR. GRAVES: Well, I'm going to begin with the place of my

birth, which was Swanton, Vermont in 1891, Sep-r

tember,the son of a high school principal and Methodist minister. I

have lived with my father and the family in quite a number of Vermont

towns. My father was, for some reason, anxious to have me become an

architect. My early education was in country schools of Vermont; I

went to Peeples Academy in Morrisville, Vermont, and I had decided

that I'd like to try to become an architect. But I needed a little

preparation in mathematics, so after graduating from what was an acad-

emy—high school— I entered for one year a Worchester Academy in Wor-





Chester, Massachusetts, and I really did cram on mathematics, higher

mathematics and even a little English; I was not too well prepared

in English. I had plenty of preparation in Latin because I had four

years that my dad gave me.

But after the Worcester Academy, I had the opportunity to either

choose Cornell or Syracuse. Largely due to the amount of cash avail-

able and my desire to earn my way, which I had to do, I did spend four

years atSyracuse in the Architectural School. I cannot say that I was

perfectly prepared, but I did finish. I got a degree in architecture,

after which I had the opportunity of trying to find out whether I was

properly prepared.

And inasmuch as I was a New England boy, I finally started in

Boston, Massachusetts. After applying at about fifteen or twenty dif-

ferent architects' offices, I did find a position at a minor salary,

which I won't mention, and for one year was with Luther Greenleaf , a

country carpenter type of architect, you might say. But he did give

me quite a little background of practical, you might say, knowledge

and know-how for working in an architect's office, but that was only

for one year. I went on to the second year, and we had a minor depres-

sion in the architects' offices, and I went to Providence. I had

been with friends in Providence, Rhode Island, and I did work for a

few weeks with Jackson, Robertson, and Adams in an architect's office

in Providence, Rhode Island. We had a very hard time, and I wasn't

at all convinced that I was completely prepared for architecture.
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I was very much interested in city planning from my background in

Syracuse. I had even written a thesis on city planning, which is pro-

bably out of date now in 1971, but I finally wandered into an office of

a landscape architect in Providence. I was interested in ground plan-

ning, site planning, landscape planning. And I asked Thomas Sears,

who was at that time, a young but fairly active landscape architect

in Providence, Rhode Island, and also in partnership with Mr. Wendell

in Sears and Wendell in Philadelphia, I asked Mr. Sears if he would

like to employ an architect. He said, "Well, I'll think about it."

and a couple of days later he said, "Come on in." I said, "Would you

like to use an architect?" He said, "I think I might, very well." And

He said, "Would you like a permanent job?" I said "Permanent?" He

said, "Yes," And I said, "If you'd take a chance on that, I'd say,

yes, I'd be interested."

I will not go into this any further, except that he asked me to

go to Philadelphia after I had gotten my parents to come from where

they were in Cape Cod to come down there and live with me. And I

said, "Goodbye, I'm going to Philadelphia." And I worked with Thomas

Sears from 1915 up to 1933. I was in charge of his office, which had

young men all the way from, well I would say, fifteen or twenty or

twenty-five in the office up and down. Mr. Sears was traveling all

over the eastern part of the country, I might say at least as far as

Grosse Pointe Shores in Michigan, on down to Palm Beach, Florida, and

plants up to the mainline of Philadelphia. I might say it was a very,

very interesting period, and I thoroughly loved the work. I became





more of a site planner. I never bacame a real horticulturist in the strict

sense of the world. I was more of an inside man, but I thoroughly enjoyed

my association with Thomas Sears until 1929, '30, '31, '32. Mr. Sears never

fired anyone, but we were all working—one on Monday, another one on Tuesday,

another one on Wednesday, until I decided that I had noticed that there was

a new authority being established under a new president and that Norris was

interested in starting what was known as the Tennessee Valley Authority.

An associate of mine in Mr. Sears ' s office who had retired because he

couldn't find outside work said that Mr. Earl Draper, landscape architect,

Charlotte, North Carolina, is going to be in charge of something known as

the Tennessee Valley Authority, and he might need a landscape architect,

So I got the address, made a date, and went down to Washington. He was in

the Washington office.

Mr. Sears had known Mr. Earl Draper from their association back and

forth when Mr. Draper was a landscape architect in Charlotte, and we had

done quite a little work. In fact, one of the first things that I had ever '

done with. Mr. Sears was with Mrs. R. J. Reynolds in Winston-Salem, North

Carolina, which was really the first time that I began to understand—and

I maybe ought to learn a little more about topography and how to study to

locate a house, because I know Mr. Sears believed that if a site planner

could be there before the architect arrived, they could help the client

if they could get the client. And so I had that background of experience.

I went to see Mr. Draper. I told him what my background was. He

said, "Well ..." First I told him that I'm not a real expert on plant
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identification and things of that sort; I'm more of a site planner than any-

thing hut I do love to work with the ground. And he, at that time, was

starting what was known as the Land Planning and Housing Division of this

Tennessee Valley Authority. He said he would let me have more information,

and then he wrote and asked if I could come with them at a modest salary,

which really was modest. And I received instructions to report on January 1,

193J+ in Muscle Shoals, Alabama. So I said farewell to my wife and two young-

sters that I had up there that were going to stay in school for at least six

months. They were living off the mainline, outside of Philadelphia, and so

I said good-bye to my wife for that period.

And that was a very, very fascinating and interesting and amusing

experience because here were a bunch of youngsters (I was over forty; I guess

about forty-three, if my dates are right) and these were young men from

various branches of activity and training background. And I reported to

Sam Brewster, who was a landscape architect out of Auburn University. Sam

was a very interesting chap to work with. He didn't want to be called

Samuel; it was Sam Brewster. He started out by telling me, "Well, it's

going to be a little planning—plans to be started fairly soon." And I

said, "Mr. Brewster, I told Earl Draper that I was not the man for the

planning plants, and I would love to work on the ground and things of that

sort." So he actually gave me some work, such as it was, which was more

dream planning that anything else. I don't think there were any of our

group that were very well prepared to know just what we were doing and how

we were going to do it, so that naturally we were all pretty much in the



.



same boat

.

I did make a little plan for what was going to "be almost like (I

wouldn't want to call it communistic, but it was going to be for folks that

liked to get out into the country and form a little comunity). Call it

community planning and working together to feel that that was very interesting,

I made one or two rather quick studies. He wanted to have them done in

pen and ink, and I said I had never made a plan in pen and ink for years

and years and years, and he was quite startled. I said, "I can work in

pencil." And he said, "Go to it," and so I did.

But I was with Mr. Brewster there for three months. I made several

studies that were sent up to Knoxville. And I believe it was Tracy Auger

that saw one of my sketches and wanted to know who Graves was, and so they

told me that I was working with Mr. Brewster, and they asked me if I wouldn't

come on up to Knoxville. So it was in Knoxville that I first met Earl Draper,

after having said good bye to him in Washington the first day. One of the

first men that I met real closely and personally was Tracy Auger, and of

course, I was closely associated with Mr. Draper. And Car-roll Towne was

originally a graduate from the University of Massachusetts. Earl Draper also

came from that same school. Malcolm Dill was with them; and Robert House

came in a year later, I believe.

All of this has a preliminary. In the first several years it was the

Land Planning Housing Division. And one of the first opportunities to see

what was happening at Norris was when Mr. Auger and Carroll Towne and Mr.

Draper asked me to go out to Norris because that had been started the previous
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fall, and the original plan had been pretty well developed from the original.

Mr. Auger wanted to know if I would make a little study for the town center

of Norris. That was the first time that I had any connection with the plan-

ning of Norris until I worked with Mr. Towne. I began working directly under

Carroll Towne for quite a number of years, right up to the war years. I

can really brag about myself in having sense enough to have grabbed onto

this opportunity to work for an authority that could work with seven differ-

ent states and try to work out a comprehensive plan whereby we wouldn't be

quarreling with the neighboring states on one side or another. And I never

to this day—never could I regret the experience I've had because it gave

me the opportunity to do what I always wanted to do. That was to be able,

even as my old boss, Tom Sears ... If you could start with the land and

make some use out of the land, why then you can bring in the engineers and

the architects and the others after that. So we started with Norris as it

was and we had to think about the grounds around Norris. But at the same

time there was the dam in progress at Wheeler. In the years of TVA I have

always had the opportunity, whenever I wanted to get out onto the ground

and see with my own eyes, from the time when the engineers know there's going

to be a project I like to be able to be there. And although I've had some

very amusing discussions with the engineers who said, "Now, what are you?"

I'd say, "Well, I'm a landscape architect." "Oh, you're a pansy planter?"

I said, "No, I'm not a pansy planter, but I do like to work with the engi-

neers as they are tearing up the landscape. We'll have to come back after-

wards and clean up the landscape after you've messed it up," which was all





very good conversation as far as I was concerned.

And so from the beginning, I might say, that I cannot think of any

project that TVA had started from Norris and, of course; the one at Wilson

—

we had to do quite a lot of work around Wilson which was already built, but

Wheeler which is right up above, and then Pickwick down below, and then on

up . . . I won't wander from one to another, but Guntersville. In thinking

of the projects, the construction engineers on the job—everyone of those

were wonderful men. TVA did have the opportunity of getting the pick of the

crop. If there was ever any time when you had the opportunity, it was dur-

ing that period. Between the office and the men that I worked with, I might

say right now that there were several different titles to our office arrange-

ment, starting with Mr. Draper and the Land Planning and Housing, and with

the men working under that arrangement we had our own architect. Roland

Wank was the architect. We had our own engineers and planners and the ones

who were more interested in housing, and on every project we had to be on

the very day that the bulldozers or any of the other equipment was there.

We had to immediately begin to think about what we were going to do for the

men that had to work at that project and the families of those men—most

of them in very isolated locations, and housing that would take care of the

families with them. And even beginning with Wheeiler and on to Guntersville,

some of them were not large enough so that they justified a permanent village,

but in every project they actually had to think about that location and the

future use, you might say, of that housing. As a result, of course, at

Wheller they had a few that were kept for the operators. Of course, as





everyone knows now, Norris has gone through the preliminary from the time

when we were really trying to make it into a permanent village—town-.-and

it has now become incorporated, and so I think we're all very proud of that

fact.

But going on through to the war years and the fact that at one time

it was "Regional Studies" that we called ourselves; I believe "Regional

Studies." My mind slips a little bit as to what the changes might be, but

I do remember the war years when many of the men had to leave. Some of

the men that were with me that were in the Navy, and Herbert Conover that

had been at Norris and then with the CCC camps for awhile, and finally he

came back to Norris and then came to my office. And through bhe years—of

course, he was in the Navy for quite a number of years and all through the

South Pacific. He came back to my office and was one of my most valuable

men in the real planning—I mean, planning from a horticultural point of

view. And there were other very capable men that were on my staff, many that

were with me temporarily and then went on to other things. But I would say

that some of the things that I am quite proud of are the ways in which we

did save the construction villages in a number of cases beyond Norris and

of course like down at Kentucky, why, a lot of it became Kentucky Dam State

Park. And of course there are only a few houses that were retained for

the permanent use of the ones that might be employed at the project.

About the best example would be during the war years when we were

trying to build Fontana Dam, which was the highest dam in the eastern part

of the United States, and the most difficult. I can remember the way in
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which we found our way to the site over what was called old Highway 288,

I believe, which was a hillbilly, wandering trail through the mountains and

then going down on what was known as an auger hole, which was the 25 percent

grade, down to the river bottom. It was an auger hole almost in a twist-

ing road, and was supposed to be one-way traffic down and then a seventeen

or eighteen-mile detour to come back up because no one could ever come up

that road. But I remember the fact that we were there one afternoon and

I was worrying about the fact that we had seventeen miles back. They said,

we'll go back up there all right," so we did. No one could possibly pass

on that road, but there was one coming down. And I've always said that

there's absolutely no road on earth where it is impossible to meet another

car without killing yourself because we climbed the bank on one side and

they hung off the edge on the other •and we passed, and we got to the top.

But the interesting part of that project was trying to find the place

for people to live. We did find about a couple of miles up the road a

place for construction for about 2,000 workers in dormitories. We had to

have room for a trememdous number of folks that would have families. And

my boss at that time, Carroll Towne, had become very, very much fascinated

with the idea of having prefabricated housing because you have to house

workers to build a town, and how are you going to house the workers—to house

the builders of the dam. Carroll Towne, with some architectural help . . .

I give Carroll Towne credit, with a little help, but his imagination in

finding a way to build these(homes) which are really trailers in two parts

—

a truckable unit—and it was one of the first mobile homes that I've ever
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seen even designed and built, and the beginning of mobile home system, I'm

sure. And we had (I won't try to mention the number) at least 100 or more

of these—in two parts, two together. And they are still at Fontana Village

now, greatly improved to be sure, with new foundations and new roofs, but

they have served since the war years to a point where the Fontana Village

has now become a private corporation under a long-term lease to TVA.

And I'd like to say that I'm proud of the relation I had in all that

process from the time when we discovered the location. Going back for a

moment to that first hike, we couldn't find any place where you could put

1,000 people in one crowded hilly country. We went around the back, about

eighteen miles around to Yellow Creek Valley, and climbed a mountain on the

other side and looked down; there was a corn field, and I said, "For heaven

sakes, there's some flat ground." In a bird's eye view everything looks

flat; it probably was—10 or 15 percent, and that's pretty flat country.

We had to go all the way back twenty-five or more miles and find a walk

up there. And it was the site planners in our own outfit that were the

ones that finally found a way in which that village could be built. And

it is that village now, and with the help of the housing. . . I know what

Flash Gray—A. J. Gray, who worked with us and is still with TVA even today.

My associates like Harold Frincke and Ray Sarapini and Herbert Connover

and others that—of course, Herb Connover was in the service then, and

some of the others—but the ones that we had were a hard bunch and a bunch

of hard working boys that really did help us to put the thing through.

We had a little racial difficulty, prematurely, because at that time
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we still were in the South. And although we associated and worked with

our colored friends , the country boys in the mountains liked to be them-

selves in their own Anglo-Saxon way of life. And I can brag about the Chief

Construction Engineer, Fred Schwimmer, who swore that we were going to have

some black lads there working with the white, and at that time we would

have their own dormitories and the whites would have theirs . There would

be no trouble, and if any of the boys wanted to raise trouble, why, they

would come and get their check and walk out, and we would get those that

were willing to work together.

I can write about some other engineers that I have worked with, but

I can say that outside of interesting and amusing discussions, I think they

all thoroughly enjoyed our association. I don't know any of them that ever

quarreled with me, at least not while I was around. And I think they all

respected the fact that frequently we could tell the bulldozer men that if

they would let us study the terrain we might be able to find that their

temporary road would serve a permanent use. And frequently we were able to -

get that preliminary—even a very rough preliminary—in the same location

so that you didn't have to tear up beaufiful forest land and then find it

was only temporary, and then you'd tear up somewhere else, so that I think

you should believe in teamwork.

Well, I can go back and quote what I call a sermon that Fred Schwimmer

gave about teamwork at one time, and following the golden rule and a few

other things. I know that he had been temporarily offered in the war years,

something with the Navy at a tremendous increase in salary. He was down
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there with the Navy for a short period down there somewhere in the Carib-

bean on one of the islands, and said there was such confusion that he wanted

to go back where we could really get something done, and he came back at

his old salary and worked with the Authority there up to the finish.

Now, I have been working with Font ana Village people ever since I

left the TVA, and I have been retired now about thirteen years. Oh, that's

a very rough and sketchy story. I could tell many, many things perhaps

if I could get my memory a little more.

DR. CRAWFORD: I'd like to get back to it if we could, Mr. Graves.

MR. GRAVES: I think that's a good time.

DR. CRAWFORD: Let's take a short break, and if you like we'll

get to a few of those many things.
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DR. CRAWFORD: Mr. Graves. I believe just before you left

TVA, you had contact with Melton Hill pro-

ject. Can you tell something about that?

MR. GRAVES: It was very briefly, at the beginning, just

within a few months of the time that I re-

tired that the Melton project was authorized, and I cannot say very much

about anything, other than the fact that we did go out to the site in

order to determine where there might be an appropriate overlook for

visitors. There was no necessity for any housing because it was almost

within the edges of what is now actually the city of Oak Ridge, and there-

fore, housing was not a critical problem with our site planning section.

We did have one or two or three of the younger men in the office,

as I had been telling our crowd that we were getting to be a bunch of

tired, old men. We needed some youngsters. Let's get some young men

in. We had at least one at Melton—Kirsey, who came into the office and

was with TVA several years before he went into private practice. And





I will say that some of the younger lads were very helpful. They were

very good on planning arrangements, and some of the newer ones that had

been in the service that had come back with Japanese ideas as to how our

landscaping and planning might have new touch, a little different from

what some of the guys had in years gone by. So, I was with this section,

and of course Harold Frincke was taking over at the time of my retirement

so that Harold Frincke was the one that would be able to follow along

from that point. But I did have Ray Sarapini with me at that time, and so

I can say that although I was there when they studied on the location of

the overlook building, I was not there in the office for the actual plan

itself.

I guess it was last Sunday, I was out with my wife and my daughter

to take another look at that overlook, and I will say that I can say, as a

prejudiced individual, that I thought that the location of the building

and the adjacent parking area and the very small picnic area . . . There

were just a few tables there and a place along the riverfront for those

that wanted to park right down below, and it is the last of the river

projects that has a lock so that altogether I would say the planning and

the maintenance of the grounds and everything—I can say that they are doin^

very well in my absence.

DR. CRAWFORD: When did you start giving attention to taking ad-

vantage of scenic overlooks for the public?

MR. GRAVES: I would say that, as far as I can remember, we

started with the project Norris Dam. We had made





it a policy: there are going to be visitors, and there should be appropriate

places for them. So as far as I can recall, there hasn't been a project

where they have not planned. Sometimes it would be strictly temporary; fre-

quently it became permanent. We have one at Douglas, and we had quite a

discussion as to that and as to whether the TVA guards will have proper

space, and how much for visitors. And the location is important, especially,

you'd like to see the dam and a lake if possibele. And Douglas was located

where I believe was a very beautiful location. The only time when the lake

is not beautiful, of course, is when there's a draw down, when everybody

says, "Well, can you fill it up?" But they all understand that these are

reservoirs

.

If you want to talk about a beautiful one at Fontana, Mario Bianculli

was the architect on that one. And I can go back into that story because

he was an artist at sketching, and he liked to see something in process,

with all the cranes that were coming out and all the concrete that was

being poured, and he on the sketch pad would make a quick sketch—a picture

of the action. And Fred Schwimmer, the engineer, saw them and he said,

"Mario, I'd like to have those when you get them finished. They are mine."

And I sat with Mario Bianculli as he was watching. The only time that I can

remember that I wanted to get out of the way—they were shooting down below

and some of the rock was going to be flying in our direction, and he was

trying to finish this sketch, and we had to duck. A few little peebles came

down as he was finishing that sketch, but I'm pretty sure that Mr. Schwimmer

got the sketches. I would like to have two or three of them myself.
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DR. CRAWFORD: Do you have any?

MR. GRAVES: No, sir. I believe I have seen some of the, I

talked with Mario Bianculli in Chattanooga, so

I know about his sketch work there.

DR. CRAWFORD: Who was the architect who was responsible most for

the decision to make TVA structures beautiful as

well as functional?

MR. GRAVES: Well, I would certainly say Roland Wank was the. . .

I don't know that you would actually say that it

was Roland Wank. He was more involved in the village at Norris and

other things there, but I'm sure that Roland Wank was a believer in

beauty as well as function.

I might also mention though that, if I can get my memory straight, I

think it was Mario Bianculli that ... At least, I've always bragged

about the design of that overlook, and I also may be corrected by someone,,

but I think it was Mario that pointed out the fact that the bridge below

Fontana Dam was made of prefabricated waste steelwork. It was a great

economy to use a material, and somebody will have to forgive me if it was

some other architect, but I think that Mario Bianculli was the one that

told me that it would be possible to build that bridge as a permanent bridge

and have it beautiful.

The fact remains that it was done in that proper way with a little

discussion with the engineers with practically very little extra cost. All

that material was salvaged. Now that is a good example of the use of, you





might say, salvage material but in such a way that it was not an eyesore.

Now, thinking back to other cases, I don't believe that there was

any project that I can think of when they weren't thinking very, very def-

initely about appearance. When you come to the steam plants even there the

architects . . . And there I wasn't closely associated with the architects

because at that time, of course, it was entirely within the archictecural

design area, but I know that the site planners would frequently ask the

relation of the entrance, which would be a visitor's entrance, as related to

the parking areas and the foreground of the building. And when you come

to the steam plants, why, the topography was practically level, and the

drainage would be difficult. The site planner certainly had to call atten-

tion to the fact that water will not flow to a catch basin on a half of

one percent or a quarter of one percent. It has to be a little more of a

slope than that so that there was some . . . Especially in the steam plants,

there was a considerable amount of problem of drainage to be sure that the

water didn't stand just where people were getting out of a car, especially if

they were visitors.

DR. CRAWFORD: To deal with another matter here, can you tell me

something about the community plans that you worked

on when you first went to work for the TVA, Mr. Graves— I believe under

Samuel Brewster when he was still at Muscle Shoals.

MR. GRAVES: Well, that was very, very primitive, I would say.

It was just taken from our own dream, you might

say—from what we had studied in other countries perhaps. It was the idea





of a center of community cottages, in the center around the core of the

plan and little community farms around the outside. It was very preliminary

indeed. I mean, it was something that was done in not more than a half a

day, I guess, or a day at the most. Anyhow, it was one of those kind of

sketches that I would make which was a dream in my own mind,

DR. CRAWFORD: Whose idea was that, and did anyone object to it?

MR. GRAVES: No, I don't think so.

DR. CRAWFORD: There was time that such a thing might have been

put into effect, you know, in the early days of

TVA—that it might have been considered part of TVA's role.

MR. GRAVES: I'm not certain that it came directly from Mr.

Brewster; it might have come from Knoxville. But

it might have had something like what Mrs. Roosevelt was doing up on the

Cumberland plateau, which was trying to get the cole miners . . . And of

course, I would never question any plans, and you can quote Graves if you

want on this: I'm not a Communist and I'm not a Socialist, but I do be-

lieve that there are times when you need to get human beings together, and

in that period no one had a real good position, they needed help. And

God knows, we need it in the world right now. And anything that will

help a bunch of human beings and come and get together and work together,

why I believe in that kind of a plan, and this was a dream in that respect.

DR. CRAWFORD: Well, you've found a great deal of different kinds

of people working together in early TVA, didn't

you?





MR. GRAVES: We certainly did, and to me it only proves that human

beings will work together if they could only understand

that the other fellow is in the same shape that you're in. There's not

enough difference, so but what you can work together and profit from that.

DR. CRAWFORD: You sound as if you worked very effectively with

other people in your career with TVA, Mr. Graves.

MR. GRAVES: Well, I acquired a nickname, which even my wife doesn't

use. But there was a chap, Jay Wallace, that used to

work for Earl Draper down in Charlotte— I guess he was from Charlotte—and

he was living in Atlanta. He's one of the first men that I met there. I

had met him in Philadelphia in Sears office just very temporarily. This is

the second time I'd met him, and he says, "Graves , what's your first name?"

and I said, "Well, what do you mean by that?" Well, it seems that the past

two-time or three-time governor of Alabama had been Bib Graves. And as far

as the TVA is concerned, why there isn't anyone that knows me as Osborne

Graves; I'm Bib Graves, so that is off the recored, I guess.

DR. CRAWFORD: You had no difficulty working in a new area, then

when you came here, did you?

MR. GRAVES: No, no difficulty. We had a few racial problems,

and I never did move out to Norris. I had to bring

my family in-—wife and two youngsters—and they were coming in June. I was

trying to find a place to live, and I didn't have anything at Norris, so I

rented places for quite a number of years. We took a bus into town every day

from Fountain City into Knoxville. The only time we had any—well of course,

there was segregation on the buses; I mean black boys at the back—no trouble





whatsoever. The only time there was any trouble (these are amusing, But

I always remember them) was when a white man from the hills of Copper Hill

or Duck Town—Duck Town up in the desert land, up in the hills of Carolina

there on the edge of Tennessee—he was quite intoxicated, and he came stag-

gering in, and he couldn't find any seat up front. He was a white man, and he

almost collapsed into the lap of a black lady and her boy friend, and she

pushed him off from her lap, you might say, and he told the world that he

came from Duck Town. You don't have to put that in the tapes if you don't

want to. Have you got anything else you want to ask?

DR. CRAWFORD: Yes, sir. I was wondering about a couple of your

associates, Malcolm Dill and Robert House. Are

they still living; are they in this area?

MR. GRAVES: . My association with Malcolm Dill was very brief.

I thoroughly enjoyed my association with him, but

no close relation. And Bob House—very closely with Bob. And, of course,

they were traveling in the hills on a preliminary study of the recreation

resources, as well as the natural resources, as they were existing in the

whole Tennessee Valley area, and they spent considerable time on that study.

After that, why, I know Bob House was greatly interested in the rec-

reation part of it. He wasn't in my particular office but with the community

planning part with Flash Gray and—oh, there's some others, some names I

can't gather at this minute. But actually, I think one of the most wonder-

ful things that I can say about Bob House is the Land between the Lakes

and with the men working with him, and that was on a community planning





park. At that time it was reservoir property, but now it's separate by

itself. You think of that as a no man's land. I think of Golden Pond

or whatever it was that we had to go through, that was a sort of like a

moonshine place. It was just a godforsaken little crossroads, with old

brier bushes, and why would anyone want to make a park out of it? I could

brag on Bob House as a man that had the vision with the men working with

him. I guess one or two of the others were even more outspoken, perhaps,

than he was. But I've been out there only a couple of times, overnight

just one night with he and his lady. And what he has done—to me, it was

in a country that is—it's not a tourist center at all; it's almost a no man's

land, but there you've got two man-made lakes, one on either side of you.

Now, my association with Bob House was he belonged to the same country

church that I belonged to out here outside of Fountain City for a while,

so we were very friendly, but my close work with him wasn't too much.

DR. CRAWFORD: Let's see. You worked with Harold Frinke, didn't

you?

MR. GRAVES: Yes.

DR. CRAWFORD Is he still working, or is he retired at this time?

MR. GRAVES: He retired prematurely, as a matter of fact. He

quit a little bit ahead of schedule. He came

in 1933. He never came into my office for quite a good number of years,

and finally he did come in as my assistant—my second in line when I had

my own office. But he was working on a layout of the Norris Freeway. He

might be able to tell you about his preliminary.
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DR. CRAWFORD: I wondered also about the labor problems at Norris

concerning Negro employees. All that turned out

to be solved without difficulty, didn't it?

MR. GRAVES: Yes, as far as I know. I was not close to the

labor situation at Norris. They'd already gone

through the throes of birth pains or whatever you want to call it.

I was very much interested in similar studies for the expansion of

that. I thought the original conception was wonderful, but it was somewhat

costly, you know. The folks would always complain about you could do some-

thing for less cost, and I still brag about the fact that somebody had sense

enough to try to make it beautiful as well as not too costly at that.

DR. CRAWFORD: Are there any other things that you particularly

want to mention for the record at this time, Mr.

Graves?

MR. GRAVES I'll probably think of something when I get back

home

.

DR. CRAWFORD: Well, thank you very much, sir.
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